Guide for using Turnitin Feedback studio

Viewing Screen

Add grade

Go to next submission

Click anywhere on the paper to add a comment or type notes directly onto the paper (refer to expanded image and description below)

Control panel
Click on any icon to expand (See expanded image below)

Link to help documents

Page navigation

Click here to return to the original Turnitin Grademark screen
Quickmarks: Here you can access your quickmark. Use the dropdown arrow to select which category of quickmarks you want to use.

Click on the cog to access the quickmark manager and create new quickmarks and new categories of quickmarks.

Grading Tools

Add more detail and individualised overall comments or a voice comment.

If you have added a rubrics this will show the rubrics. Use the dropdown arrow to access any rubrics you have created and want to use and the cog to access the rubric manager where you can create new rubrics.

You can choose which layers to have visible at a time i.e. grading or similarity or both. The same red and blue icons also allow you to switch between layers.
Similarity Options

- **49%** shows the match overview and percentage score breakdown.
- **All Sources** shows all of the matched sources and where they came from. Click on the source and it will open up in the document where it has been used.
- **Filters and Settings** allows you to filter, i.e., can exclude quotes or the bibliography.
- **Excluded Sources** shows sources that have been excluded.
- Download the document to enable printing.
- Provides information about the paper such as the word count.
By clicking on the tick you can access the QuickMark options. Use the drop down to change between the options then click on the QuickMark you would like to add to the paper to insert it.

By clicking on the comment bubble you can add a comment, you can now also insert a link to further documentation. By clicking on the convert to QuickMarks the comment will be saved as a QuickMark and by clicking on the rubric icon you can attach it to a criteria in the rubric you have attached.

By clicking on the T icon you can now freely type in any comments you would like to make.

Further resources:
Video walk through of Turnitin Feedback Studio
https://vimeo.com/162933618

Feedback Studio for Instructors:
- Commenting tools
- QuickMark manager
- Rubrics and grading forms

Feedback Studio for Students:
- Viewing feedback
- Navigating the Document viewer